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A Hawks fan wanted to pass along this

dream, just in case Joe Johnson leaves in

free agency.

When Joe Johnson rejected a four-year, $60 million contract extension with the Hawks before the

season, he sent a message that he wanted to test unrestricted free agency and was uncertain

about his desire to stay in Atlanta. Even if Johnson said all of the right things — “My sole focus right

now is on this team and what we’re trying to accomplish this season.” — impending free agency of

the team’s best player can feed into potential rumors and distractions.

So here we go. Johnson-to-Chicago rumors have flowed all season. And now comes a report

that the New York Knicks — starting to believe their chances of landing LeBron James are fading

— may look to Johnson as a backup choice. The New York Post reported, “Team sources indicated
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Joe Johnson in the final year of his contract,

sparking increasing rumors about his

possible exit.

[coach Mike] D’Antoni would be very pleased to add overshadowed free agent Joe Johnson as a

fallback. D’Antoni thinks Johnson is a great piece to build around.”

The rumor makes some sense: Johnson played for D’Antoni in Phoenix, where he developed into a

good en0ugh player to get a five-year, $70 million deal from the Hawks. A couple of weeks ago, Ric

Bucher or ESPN.com echoed that the Knicks make more sense for Johnson than the Bulls.

“Joe Johnson’s quiet nature has extended to his place in the 2010 free-agent class:

most talent experts around the league consider him one of the three best shooting

guards in the league, but his name generally hasn’t been grouped with Dwyane

Wade, LeBron James, Chris Bosh and the other superstars expected to be

available this summer. Some of that could be because the belief around the league is

Johnson will elect to re-up with the Hawks or go to the Knicks, where he has a chance

to be the mega-star he — again, quietly — believes himself to be. It’s a matter of

comfort for Johnson, said one GM. Johnson would go to New York because he has a

good relationship with Mike D’Antoni from when they were in Phoenix together and he

knows he could thrive in D’Antoni’s system. But he also supposedly likes everything

about his situation in Atlanta as well. Don’t put him in the mix to join Derrick Rose in

Chicago, the GM said: too many unknowns, including the prospect of being second

banana to Rose.”

Meanwhile, Johnson is still trying to prove he’s worth a max contract, which means his performance

down the stretch and in the playoffs is crucial.

Bottom line: How Johnson and the Hawks handle these stories will go a long way toward determining

how they do this postseason. It will be an interesting dynamic to watch. The ripple effect in Atlanta

will be significant, with both Johnson and coach Mike Woodson looking for new deals.

Meanwhile, how about dreaming, Atlanta fans? Got a message via Twitter from Atlanta native
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Jason Sosnovsky, who passed along his artwork from NBA.com: The customized Atlanta

Hawks/LeBron James jersey you see above. I’d still think James is a longshot to sign here. But until

he re-signs with Cleveland, he’s going to have to deal with rumors, too.
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